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Housing 
 

   

 UpFront 01.14.20 - 8:45AM/ 15 
minutes 

Liam Dillon (@dillonliam) covers the issues of housing 
affordability and neighborhood change across California for the 
Los Angeles Times. 

 UpFront 01.16.20/8:34am/25 minutes This week Rep. Maxine Waters presided over a special hearing 
on homelessness in the House Financial Services Committee. 
We’re joined by Karen Chapple, professor and chair of the 
department of city and regional planning at UC Berkeley, and the 
faculty director of the university’s Urban Displacement Project. 
She gave testimony to the House committee on gentrification and 
displacement. 

 UpFront 
 

01.21.20/7:49am/10 minutes Moms 4 Housing, the group of black mothers in Oakland who 
reclaimed a vacant house from real estate speculators, has won a 
major victory after their violent eviction last Tuesday morning. The 
real estate firm, Wedgewood Properties, will sell the house to the 
Oakland Community Land Trust. Kate Iida reports. 
 

 UpFront 02.03.20/7:34 am/25 min San Francisco to vote on Proposition E, a proposal tying office 
space to affordable housing -- We kick off our series of local 
election debates with a debate on San Francisco’s Proposition E, 
a proposal on this year’s ballot to cap office development in 
proportion to the amount of affordable housing the city builds. Jon 
Jacobo is director of engagement and public policy at TODCO, 
the Tenants and Owners Development Corporation, which is 
sponsoring Proposition E. Corey Smith is the deputy director of 
the San Francisco Housing Action Coalition, which is opposing 
Proposition E. 
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 UpFront 02.05.20 - 8:34AM /25 min  “People’s Housing Platform” to fight gentrification, displacement 
and homelessness: Progressive lawmakers in Congress, 
including “the Squad” and Reps. Chuy Garcia and Earl 
Blumenauer, have rolled out a 7-part People’s Housing Platform 
to make massive reinvestments in public housing, address 
gentrification and displacement, strengthen renter protections and 
address the U.S. homelessness crisis. We talk about the plan with 
Dianne Enriquez (@Dianne283) of the Center for Popular 
Democracy, a network of grassroots community organizations 
that helped to develop the People’s Housing Platform. 
 

 
 

UpFront 
 

02.10.20 - 7:35AM /15 min We turn to the South Bay for our next local elections debate on 
San Jose Measure E, a real property transfer tax on properties 
worth $2 million or more to fund affordable housing. Deputy 
Director of Silicon Valley at Home Michael Lane (proponent) 
debates Board Member of Silicon Valley Taxpayers Association 
Pierluigi Oliverio (opponent). 
 

 UpFront 03.30.20/7:34/25 minutes Tenants Rights Clinic with Lupe Arreola (@m_lupearreola) is the 
Executive Director of the statewide tenants’ rights organization 
Tenants Together (@TenantsTogether). 

 
 

Democracy 
Now! 

03.30.20/6:50AM /10 minutes Housing Is Health: DN speaks with Martha Escudero, a member 
of a group of unhoused mothers, elders and families who have 
moved into vacant houses, and Carroll Fife, director of the 
Oakland office for Alliance of Californians for Community 
Empowerment (ACCE). 
 

Coronavirus 
 

   

 UpFront 2.10.20/8:08am/25 min Live report from China on coronavirus as deaths surpass SARS--
The Chinese government has confirmed more than 40,000 cases 
of the coronavirus in China. As the virus continues to spread, we 
speak with reporters who have been tracking the response to the 
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outbreak. Michael Standaert (@mstandaert) is a Shenzhen-based 
freelance journalist and special correspondent writing for The 
Guardian, Al Jazeera, and Bloomberg Environment among 
others. He is currently covering the outbreak from Sichuan 
province and is on lock down in his compound. Stu Woo 
(@stuwoo) is a Wall Street Journal reporter based in Beijing. 
 

 UpFront 03.11.20/8:08/ 1:08 – Coronavirus Q&A: What do we know now about 
coronavirus that we didn’t know last week? With guest John 
Swartzberg, MD, is Clinical Professor Emeritus of Infectious 
Diseases and Vaccinology Division at  UC Berkeley School of 
Public Health (@UCBerkeleySPH). 
 

 Letters and 
Politics 

03.12.20/10:06/24 min How To Handle The Coronavirus. We hear an epidemiologist 
talking about what policies should be put in place to minimize the 
effects of pandemic with guest: Dr Eric Feigl Ding (@DrEricDing). 
He is an award winning epidemiologist, health economist and 
nutrition scientist at the Harvard School of Public Health. He is 
also an advocate for public health and health justice.  
 

 Letters and 
Politics 

03.17.2020/10am/ 59 minutes  Coronavirus and Food Security. How the pandemic is affecting 
the food chain. Guest Marion Nestle is Paulette Goddard 
Professor, of Nutrition, Food Studies, and Public Health, Emerita, 
at New York University. She is also a Visiting Professor of 
Nutritional Sciences at Cornell University and the author of 
several books including Food Politics: How the Food Industry 
Influences Nutrition and Health.  Her most recent is Unsavory 
Truth: How Food Companies Skew the Science of What We Eat. 
Hosts and guest interact with the audience to answer questions 
about this topic. 
 

 Against the 
Grain 

03.18.20/12:00PM/ 59 
minutes 

Epidemics, Elites, and Public Health 
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Pandemics and other public health crises often require 
exceptional measures — some of them voluntary and some 
imposed from above.  Historical geographer Graham Mooney 
reflects on the history of measures like isolation and quarantines 
— as well as elite indifference to the plight of the poor and 
working classes during infectious disease outbreaks. 
 
Resources: 
Graham Mooney, Intrusive Interventions: Public Health, Domestic 
Space, and Infectious Disease Surveillance in England 1840-
1914 University of Rochester Press, 2015 
 

 Flash Points  03.18.20/5:01PM/16 minutes A conversation with San Francisco Board Supervisor Ahsha Safai 
on Shelter-in-Place Order on how the order is working for the 
elderly and those with special needs. 
 

Environment 
 

  . 
 

 Terra Verde 01.03.20/2:00PM/30 minutes Richmond, California is no stranger to industry. But several years 
ago, when locals learned that a privately-owned terminal had 
started handling significantly more coal, they took note. 
Concerned about coal dust blowing off of trains, and off the 
mounds of coal at the terminal, they formed the No Coal in 
Richmond group. And they’ve been organizing around the issue 
ever since. No Coal in Richmond hopes their multi-year effort will 
soon pay off with the passage of an ordinance that would phase 
out the handling of coal and petcoke in the city. The Richmond 
City Council is expected to vote on the measure at its meeting 
later this month. 
Terra Verde host and Earth Island Journal Managing Editor Zoe 
Loftus-Farren talks with Minda Berbeco, director of the San 
Francisco Bay Chapter of the Sierra Club, and Janis Hashe, a 
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freelance writer and editor, Richmond resident, and member of 
the No Coal in Richmond campaign. 
 

 APEX Express 01.16.20/7:00PM/59 minutes Climate Change, What Can We Do?  
PowerLeeGirl host- Miko Lee talks climate change. The fires in 
Australia have been burning for months, consuming 18 million 
acres of land, causing thousands to evacuate and according to 
the world wildlife fund left potentially 1 billion animals dead. The 
world’s top scientists say that to combat climate change, 2020 
must be the year for coordinated, comprehensive climate action. 
Joining us to discuss are Denny Khamphanthong from Asian 
Pacific Environmental Network, Jessian Choy, aka “Ms. Green” 
from Sierra Magazine and Song Vi from East Wind Books. We will 
also share “Rise” a poetry piece from 350.org created by 
islanders Kathy Jetñil-Kijiner and Aka Niviâna. 
 

 UpFront 01.29.20/7:54PM/6 minutes Ever since endangered Gray Wolves were reintroduced to 
Yellowstone National Park, they have thrived and spread 
throughout the West, including in California’s Lassen and Plumas 
counties. In 2018 a Gray Wolf known as OR-59 was shot and 
killed in Northern California.  The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is 
investigating the incident and has offered a $2,500 reward for 
information leading to the shooter. KPFA’s Vic Bedoian reports 
from Fresno. 
 

 Against the 
Grain 

02.04.20/12:00PM/55minutes Ecological Crisis and Environmental Justice 
The planet is getting hotter and the effects of global warming are 
compounding.  The crisis of all ecological systems are becoming 
more evident.  And yet so are environmental movements, which 
have become larger and more visible than ever.  Scholar Julie 
Sze reflects on the history of struggles for environmental justice 
and the movement that we are living through. 
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Resources: Julie Sze, Environmental Justice in a Moment of 
Danger UC Press, 2020 
 

 Terra Verde 02.07.2020/2:00PM/30 
minutes 

Staff from the Environmental Paper Network join Terra Verde to 
discuss solutions to deforestation and climate disruption with a 
focus on their work to support communities facing social and 
environmental pollution from the plantation, pulp and paper 
industries 
 

 Terra Verde 03.06.20/2:00PM/30 minutes ‘Forever Chemicals’ in Our Drinking Water Per- and poly- 
fluoroalklyl substances (PFAS) have become an increasing public 
health concern. This multi-billion dollar family of chemicals — that 
has been widely used in firefighting foams, and to make water-, 
grease-and stain-repellent coatings in many, many consumer 
goods — is notoriously persistent in the environment and the 
human body. Several of these compounds have been linked to 
serious health effects, including cancer. Health experts and 
environmental groups are now pushing for more stringent 
regulations on the use and clean up of these chemicals, that have 
contaminated drinking water supplies across the US. 
So just how harmful are PFAS? What can we do to avoid them? 
And what efforts are underway to reform the inadequate laws 
regulating chemical use in this country? To find out, Terra Verde 
host and Earth Island Journal editor Maureen Nandini Mitra talks 
with three guests  —  Dr Tisha Stoiber, a senior scientist with the 
Environmental Working Group; Pat Elder, an environmental and 
anti-war activist who has been researching PFAS contamination 
from military sites; and Lisa McCrae, an environmental and 
human rights activist, who, along with her family have suffered, 
first-hand the impact of PFAS contamination while they were 
stationed at the now defunct George Air Base in Victorville, 
California. 
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Immigration/ 
Deportation 
 

   

 UpFront 01.28.20/7:35AM/10 minutes Immigrant rights activists say ICE wrongfully deported gay 
asylum-seeker Oumar Yaide to Chad in 2019. A federal judge has 
ordered the Trump administration to return him to the United 
States. Pangea Legal Services is representing Yaide in court, and 
has organized rallies and a petition to put pressure on lawmakers 
to force the Trump administration to comply with the judge’s 
orders. They are asking supporters to appear at the February 4 
SF Board of Supervisors meeting to pass a resolution to 
#BringOumarHome. 
 

 UpFront 02.06.20/7:08AM/20 minutes A new Human Rights Watch report the cases of 138 Salvadorians 
killed after being deported from the United States. We’re joined by 
co-authors Elizabeth Kennedy and Alison Parker. 
 

 UpFront 03.19.20/8:08AM/18 minutes ICE continues deportation machine, highly concerning for 
spreading coronavirus. 
Guest: Patrick Michels (@PatrickMichels) is a reporter with 
Reveal, covering immigration. His latest piece with Aura Bogado 
and Laura C Morel is ‘How federal agencies put immigrants and 
immigration workers at risk amid coronavirus’ 
 

 The Pacifica 
Evening News 

03.26.20/6:23PM/11 minutes Immigrant advocates call on state coronavirus relief for 
undocumented workers. 
San Francisco D.A. says California Governor should close 
immigrant detention centers. 
Lawsuit seeks release of detained immigrants vulnerable to 
coronavirus. 
 

 UpFront 03.31.20/7:17AM/17 minutes People in ICE detention have no protective supplies, and fears of 
an outbreak grow. A look at what’s happening inside this country’s 
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sprawling immigration detention complex, where immigrants can 
be held for months or years while waiting to make their case that 
they should stay in the country. Most of them are held in facilities 
where it’s impossible to practice any kind of social distancing — 
and they’ve started to report their first cases of COVID-19. Our 
reporter Lucy Kang (@ThisIsLucyKang) spoke to someone being 
held in the Yuba County Jail’s ICE facility where a lot of the 
detainees are from here, in the Bay Area. 
 

Unemployment 
 

   

 Letters and 
Politics 

03.24.20/10:30/28 minutes Unemployment Benefits during the pandemic crisis.  

 UpFront 03.25.20/7:08AM/21 minutes Workers’ rights clinic: what unemployment benefits are available 
 
Carole Vigne is a staff attorney and the director of our Wage 
Protection Program, with Legal Aid at Work, a San Francisco-
based nonprofit legal services organization dedicated to assisting 
low-income, working families. 
 

 The Pacifica 
Evening News 
 

03.26.20/6:07PM/5 minutes Unemployment claims top more than 3.3 million 

Coronavirus 
Stimulus 
Package  
 

   

 The Pacifica 
Evening News 

03.17.20/6:02PM/6minutes White House announces $1 trillion stimulus package to prop up 
coronavirus battered US economy. 
 

 Democracy 
Now! 

03.19.20/6:27AM/22 minutes Earlier this month, Trump signed into law an $8 billion coronavirus 
response package and has laid out the first details of a third, $1 
trillion economic package and invoked the Korean War-era 
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Defense Production Act to allow the government to direct 
industrial production. For more on those bailouts and who 
benefits, we speak with Joseph Stiglitz, Nobel Prize-winning 
economist, Columbia University professor and chief economist for 
the Roosevelt Institute. He served as chair of the Council of 
Economic Advisers under President Bill Clinton and as chief 
economist of the World Bank. His latest book is “People, Power 
and Profits: Progressive Capitalism for an Age of Discontent.” 

 UpFront 03.23.20/7:08AM/21 minutes We discuss the government relief plan, what’s at stake, 
Democrats push back against big bailouts for corporations, and 
what’s still unknown, with Mitch Jeserich. 
 

 Letters and 
Politics 

03.25.20/10:00AM/59 
minutes 

Comparing the Coronavirus Stimulus Package to the New Deal 
with guest Richard Walker is professor emeritus of geography at 
the University of California, 
Berkeley. He is the founder of the Living New Deal -a research 
project in Geography at the University of California, Berkeley. 
 

 UpFront 03.25.20/7:08AM/21 minutes The Senate just passed a $2 trillion relief package for COVID-19, 
what’s in it and what are the priorities economically, and 
politically. 
Dean Baker (@DeanBaker13) is a senior economist at the Center 
for Economic and Policy Research 
John Nichols (@NicholsUprising) is National Affairs 
Correspondent for The Nation. 
 

 UpFront 03.30.20/8:34AM/11 minutes California anti-poverty advocates are urging the Governor and 
Legislature to act on the End Child Poverty CA COVID-19 Anti-
Poverty Stimulus Package, which would include relief for 
undocumented immigrants. Conway Collis co-chair of End Child 
Poverty, CA, now leading a coalition behind the COVID-19 Anti-
Poverty Stimulus Package for California. 
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Dolores Huerta co-chair of End Child Poverty CA, and co-founder 
of the United Farm Workers. 
 

 Democracy 
Now! 

03.30.20/6:11AM/2 minutes Headline -President Trump signed the record-breaking $2 trillion 
coronavirus stimulus package into law Friday after the House of 
Representatives passed the massive bill earlier in the day. On the 
House floor, New York Congressmember Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez blasted the bill’s $500 billion corporate bailout. 
 
 

Homelessness 
 

   

 Hard Knock 
Radio 

01.15.20/4:00PM Needa B discusses homelessness and the Meaning of MLK 
Holiday. 
 

 UpFront 01.16.20/7:34AM/25 minutes This week Rep. Maxine Waters presided over a special hearing 
on homelessness in the House Financial Services Committee. 
We’re joined by Karen Chapple, professor and chair of the 
department of city and regional planning at UC Berkeley, and the 
faculty director of the university’s Urban Displacement Project. 
She gave testimony to the House committee on gentrification and 
displacement. 
 

 Pushing Limits 
 

01.17.20/2:30PM/30minutes Defending Homeless Moms The forced eviction of the moms in 
west Oakland, complete with tanks!, has been all over the news 
lately.  28% of Alameda County’s homeless population are 
children and these mothers are standing strong to do something 
about it. The disability community played an important role in 
defending the “Moms 4 Housing.” 
 
Hear all about it from Mom Defender Jay Salazar. 
Mark Romoser produces and hosts. 
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 UpFront 03.11.20/7:34AM/25 minutes The needs of unsheltered people during coronavirus 
Jennifer Friedenbach is the Executive Director of the San 
Francisco Coalition on Homelessness (@TheCoalitionSF). 
Candice Elder is the founder and executive director of the East 
Oakland Collective (@EOakCollective). 

 UpFront  03.25.20/8:34AM/13 minutes San Francisco homeless shelter conditions are hazardous to 
mitigating the spread of coronavirus, but alternative options – like 
hotels – are not being organized quickly. 
Guests: 
Jennifer Friedenbach is the Executive Director of the San 
Francisco Coalition on Homelessness. 
Mutual aid spotlight: DSA-SF Tent Distribution Project 
Christopher is with DSA San Francisco Homeless Working Group 
(@DSA_SF) 
 

 


